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Introduction

This essay considers the interest which Carthusians of the late Middle Ages had

in the concept of foundation; the foundation of their order in general, and that

of individual charterhouses. A distinctive aspect of a more general order-

consciousness which pervades Carthusian discourse of the period, this founda-

tion-awareness is revealed in both texts and images. I will discuss examples of

both, although I do not aim to review all of the available evidence.l \X4rile I will

look at m^teflal from both English and Continental charterhouses, my main

interest lies in setting English survivals, which are comparatively few and have

never been considered synoptically, in broadeÍ geogÍaphical and conceptual

frameworks. Intrinsically import^nt and more voluminous though it is, the

Continental evidence reviewed below is intended here primarily to supply con-

text for what existed in pre-Reformation England.

The discussion is in rwo parts. To begin with I examine two examples of

text-image amalgamation relevant to the order as a whole and famisar to many

who specialise in Carthusian history. The frst is the so-called 'Bruno cycle', a

narrative sequence of images, usually annotated and based on a purely Carthu-

sian tradition, which chronicles the foundation of the Grande Chartreuse by St

Bruno and his companions in 1084. There are minor iconographic variations

between surviving cycles, but the intention to communicate the circumstances

and importance of the order's founders and foundation in an easily comprehen-

sible way is constant. The second example to be considered is what I will cail

Acknowledgement: I thank Marlene Vtlr-nlosos-HeNNgssv and Sara furcHsv for advice

relating to this paper.

The text-image combinations to be discussed were complemented sporadicall,v by verse and

prose works such as Heinrich Egher of Kalkar's,Ortas et decarsus ordiils caftusiensis (1398), and

the Venetian monk Zacharias Benedictus's,De oigine sacri ordinis cartusiensis (1509): see for ex-

ample H. RurHtNG, Der Kartàaser Heinich Egher uon Kalkar I J28-/408 (Góttingen, 1967), pp.

92-1,02;4. GRut's, Cartasiana: un instrument heuristiqae,3 vols (Paris, 1,976-8),voi. 1, p. 85.
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the Tree of St Bruno.2 This shows in a more abstract but no less graspable

manner the growth of the order from the devout heart of its founder, following

the pattern established by the Tree of Jesse, a common medieval image repre-

senting Christ's genealogy springing from the heart (or, following Isaiah i1:1,

loins) of the father of l(ing David. The importance of both Bruno cycle and

Tree of St Bruno in the eyes of Carthusian officialdom is amply demonstrated

by their inciusion in the Tertia conpilatio statatoram ordinis carthusiensis, compiled rn

1509 at the behest of the general chapter, published in 1510 in Basel byJohan-

nes Amorbach, and quickly and widely distributed (figs 1, 2).t Through the

statutes, these 'official' combinations of text and image must have become, as

was intended, familiat to -^y, if not most Carthusians, and also to those out-

side the order who used the volume.

In the second, briefer, part of the discussion I turn to evidence which exists

for attirudes to the foundation of individual English charterhouses (though I do

not consider diplomatic material). Such evidence, which includes domestrc

chronicles, founders' tombs, inscriptions, and heraldry, was of mosdy local sig-

nificance, ffid a broader European context does not need to be established for

it. \X4rile this may be regarded as an essentially separate subject, I wish to sug-

gest that both general and particular manifestations of interest in foundation

can usefully be understood as aspects of a single phenomenon. This phenome-

non, which for the sake of convenience I will refer to as the commemoration of

foundation, was widely experienced in the high- and late-medieval Church, and

is a distinctive aspect of monastic culrure in particular. In the context of any

religious order, the foundation of an individual house v/as an event to be ab-

sorbed, meditated on, and commemorated by its later inhabitants as a manifest

link not only with local history but also with the circumstances, personaliues

and values which had given rise to that order in the first place, and whuch re-

marned constant in such things as the colour and cut of vestments, the profile

of customaries and calendars, and the type, structu.re and degree of d^tty activ-

iry. The association can be understood in terms of the relationship bet'ween

universals and particulars, each new foundation shaped and identifiable by its

participation in both the physical and the abstract characteristics of a highly

As opposed to the Tree of the Carthusian order, represented by the eady sixteenth-cenrury
'Kartausenstammbaum'now 

in Nuremberg (to be discussed below).

The existence of manuscript copies, including the panial facsimile now Vienna,
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Codex Vindobonensis Palatinus 4737, suggests that the
Tertia conpi/aa'a's distribution was wider than the number of surviving volumes which can be
provenanced might lead one to think.
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esteemed original. \Mhere the Carthusians were concerned, Bruno's foundation
of the first charterhouse, a wilderness peopled by devout monks and lay breth-
ren seeking greater spiÍirual and physical proximity to God through self-denial
and seclusion, furnished a paradigm for the foundation of so many subsequent
'deserts', whether in town or country. flndeed, the existence of this metaphysi-
cal proximity to the motherhouse seems to ha'n'e helped monks and their pa-
trons to justift locating charterhouses in urban areas.) These daughter houses
conformed to an architectural and rirual blueprint established and maintained
by the Grande Chartreuse, which became the spirituai 'Heimatkloster' of all
Carthusians, indelibly marked with the strength, devotion and simplicity of
Bruno and his heroic companions.a

\Yhile this universal-particular relationship can be identified in the culrure of
other medieval monastic orders and might be thought endemic to that of cen-
tralised ones, it is indicated with unusual clarrty in the Carthusian record. In
particular, no otheÍ context provides a parailel for the uniformity and dissemi-
nation of the Bruno cycle.s Urs Grafls woodcuts for the Tertia compilatio, and the
text De origine ordinis cartusiensis breuis annotatio printed on the verso of the vol-
ume's Bruno cycle (see fig. 3), show that Carthusians were expected to familiar-
ise themselves with the origins of their order and the history and character of
its founder, just as they were obliged to know about the circumstances under
which their own monasteries had been established. Indeed, these texts and im-
ages are as much ^ p^ft of the Carthusian rule which they introduce as the
painted Bruno cycles examined below were of the eremitic architecture they
embellshed. They informed the receptive mind of the historical basis of its vo-
cation as cleady as did the commemoration offered for founders and benefac-
tors at the altars of individual monasteries.

From an architectural point of view, provincial chanerhouses of the Middle Ages did not
need to resemble the Grande Chartreuse exacdy to be construed as copies of it.
Cf. R. KRRurHettrltR, 'Introduction to an Iconography of Medieval Architecture', ín: Journal
of the ll/arbarg and Courtaald Institutes 5 (1,942), pp. 1-33.

A general parallel is found,in the Carmelite order, whose colporate identiq' was at times ur--

gendy bound up with its (putative) foundation history, was advertised through image as well
as text. See e.g. R. Kocg, 'Eliiah the Prophet, Founder of the Carme[te Order', tn: Specalum
24 (1959), pp. 5a7-60; J. CaNNoN, 'Pietro Lorenzetti and the History of the Carmelite Or-
der', in: Joumal of the ï/arbarg and Couriauld Institates 50 (1987), pp. 18-28.
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The Bruno cycle

Louis RÉAU, the great French iconographer of Christian artt wrote that the de-
piction of St Bruno "est un exemple frappant de l'influence déterminante de la
date de canonisation sur l'iconographie des saints." Though never formally
canonised, Bruno was finally enrolled in the calendar of saints :u:r1,623, his cult
having been authorised for Carthusian observance in 151 4by Leo X. It is cer-
tainly the case that the majority of known images of St Bruno are post-
medieval, but moÍe examples than RÉ,qU recognized survive from the 150 years
after 1400 fte listed only r'wo medieval cycles). Moreover, in light of the wide-
spread destruction and updating of medieval an in charterhouses between the
Reformation and the eady nineteenth century, it is reasonable to suppose that
numerous examples have been lost. RÉRU's overstatement is indicative of a lack
of scholarly engagement with Carthusian art in general which has persisted to
this day.6 With the exception of the attention given to the most famisat medie-
val example, that in the Belles Heures ofJean, duc de Berry, only scholars writing
in German - principally, Margrit FnUu, Ulrike MADER, Werner BEurrER, and
Rudolf fuccENgACH - have contributed substantially to the medievai history
of the Bruno cycle.T Jessica BRaNrrp,Y, in her recent book on London, British
Library, MS. Additional 37049, has also discussed the subject, but to date she is
unique among Anglophone historians.s Of the above-named scholars, only
F'RuH, whose knowledge of surviving examples was incomplete, has attempted
a general synthesis. The development of the Bruno cycle and its place in medie-

L. Rrau, IconogrEhie de l'art chnítien,3 vols in 6 (Paris, 1955-9), vol. 3:1, pp.249-50.The Itxi-
kon der cbistlichen lkonogr@hie, ed. E. IQnscunauM / W. BRauNRr,rs, 8 vols freiburg im
Breisgau, 1968-76),vol. 5, pp.448-9,lists no pre-Reformarion Bruno cycles at all.

M. FRUu, tsiiderzyklen mit dem Leben des Heiligen Bruno', n: I-^a Naissance des Chartreases,
ed. B. Brtcuv / G. Crnx (Grenoble, 1986), pp. 161-78; U. ÀzltoeR, 'Heiligenverehrung als
Ordenspropaganda. Zur Interpretation eines Bilderzyklus aus der Kólner Kartause', in: Die
Kiilner Kaftaase um 1500. Aafsatqband, ed. W. Scrulnrs (Cologne, 1991), pp. 275-90;
W. BeurreR, with a contribution by M. Hursrgs, Die elf Stifter des spátmittelalterlichen
Brunozyklus frir die Kólner Kartause. Eine Spurensuche', ín: Die Kiilner Kartause un | 500, pp.
291-328; IDEIVI, 'Die beiden Brunozyklen der Kólner Kartause St. Barbara', ln: Die Kartàaser
und ibre Il/e/t, Bd. i, ed. J. Hocc, Analecta Carn:siana 62:3 (Salzburg, 1993), pp. 118-212;
R. RIccENBACH, 'Die Wandbilder des Kartause', in: Kanstdenknàler des Kantons Basel-Stadt, Bd.
3: Die Krchen, Kli)ster, und Kapellen, ed. C. H. Bnen (Basel, 1,941), pp. 580-91. See also H. N{.
BLUtvt, 'Ursprung und Geschichte der Ordensstaruten der Kartàuser', tn: Die Kartàuser. Der
Orden der schweigender Miinche, ed. ivl. ZaoNrrcaR / A. WreNnNo (Cologne, 1983), pp. 38-49, at
4V.

J. BnnNrlw, Rtading in the lVilderness: Piuate Deuotion and Public Performance in l-ate Medieual
England (Chicago, 2007), pp. 2846.
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val thought, Carthusian and otherwise, has thus not been comprehensively con-
sidered.

This is strikingly apparent in the [terarure on the eaÍliest surviving example,
found in Jean de Berry's Belles Heures, a manuscript made bet'ween 1405 and
1408/09.In this case Ïtde effon has been made to explain the sigruficance of
the foundation of the Carthusian ordeÍ to late medieval France's most cele-
brated patron of the arts: the manuscÍipt's Bruno cycle is usually thought an
enigmatic novelry.e Executed in either Paris or Bourges by Paul and Jean de
Limbourg, on ^ sep^r^te gathering inserted into the manuscript (fols 94r-97v)
immediately before the Office of the Dead, it comprises eight full-page minia-
rures, each presented above a panphrase from an early Life of St Bruno.10 In
the opening scene, a scholady and apparendy blameless canon of the cathedral
of Notre-Dame in Paris, supposedly an associate of Bruno, expounds the scrip-
rures from behind a desk, while the text beneath announces his credentials and
his death in 1084.11 In the second and third images the canon proclaims from
his coffin that he has been judged, sentenced and damned, while the fourth
scene shows Bruno and his learned companions, horrified by the dead man's
dolorosa et teribili cries, preparing to abandon Paris for the puri$nng reaches of
the wilderness.l2 The fifth scene shifts to the bed-chamber of Hugh of Chà-
teauneuf, bishop of Grenoble, who dreams of seven stars which slrmbolise
Bruno and his foliowers, shining over a Íemote and deserted location. In the
sixth, Hugh tells the kneeling company that the site they are to inhabit has been
divinely revealed to him; scene seven shows the travellers exchanglng their old
garments for white Carthusian runics as they enteÍ their new abode; and the

q- 
M. Mgtss, French painting fu the time of Jean de Berry: The Ijrnbourys and their contenporaries,2 vols

0.J.* York, 1,974), vol. 1, pp. 125-7, makes some attempt at explanation. See also idem, with
E. H. BearSoN, Izr Belles Heares de Jean dac de BenT Q-ondon,1,974), fols 94r-97v; E. KóNtc,
Die Belles Heares des dac de Berrl (Sruttgart, 2004), pp. 88-93; The ljtnboarg Brothers: N/negen
Masters at the French Coan 1400-/4/6, ed. R. Ducrens / P. Roelors Q.,lijmegen, 2005), pp.
704-6,362-3. Jean de Berry's interest in and patronage of the Chartreuse de Champmol in
parricular is discussed in R. PnocuNo, Die Kanaase uon Chartpmol: Crablege der burgandischen
HerTi)ge, I t64-1477 (Berlin, 2002), especially pp.127-8,24V9.

10 
The full text of this thirteenth-century Vita antiquor is printed in: Acta Sanctoram, Octobis To-
musTertias (Paris/Rome, 1868), pp.703-6. For a yet older Bruno uita see A.\WlLuARt,'La
Chronique des premiers Chartreux', rn: Rtaue Mabillon 1,6 (1926), pp.77-142.

11 
This canon, Rayrnond Diocrès (the celebrated Cenodoxus of seventeenth-century tradiuon),
is not acrually named in the text, nor in the Tertia comPilaio cl,cle.

12 
AcÍa Sanctorum (note 10 above), p.703 (quotation).
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final miniature pÍesents a view of the Grande Chartreuse from the south-east,
its church dwarfing the eremitic cells and the whole set in mountainous, for-
ested country. The monastery is shown in its later medieval guise, with double

the number of cells usual in a charterhouse. It thus telescopes the order's his-
tory in a manneÍ which suggests the immutabiJiry of Carthusian virtue, an idea
which will receive further emphasis below.

With oniy minor variation, this iconography is repeated in the nine-scene

cycle of the Tertia compilatio, where it occurs under the tide Origio ordinis cartusien-

sis on the volume's third leaf (see fig. 1) Here ̂ g tn, three images are dedicated

to the dead canon's ghosdy warnings - the so-called 'Miracle of Paris'.tl As the
catalyst for Bruno's decision to flee urban life, and thus the frst cause of the
whole Carthusian order, this was considered a critical element of the story.

Bruno's departure from Paris ftere showing the T'isit to the Hermit', an event

suggested only generally in the coÍresponding Belles Heures miniarure), the

dream of St Hugh, and Hugh's audience with Bruno and his companions are all
reproduced. The final three scenes show St Hugh gordits the would-be monks
to their dwelling-place, the seven, now vested as Carthusians, building their
habitation, and the monastery with its church, cells and precinctual wall com-
plete and emblematic of Carthusian self-sufficiency and isolation. This is the
narrative reproduc ed, matatis rnutandis, in all other surviving medieval Bruno

cycles. The similarities show that the Limbourgs, for all their creative genius,
did not invent the scenes found in the Belles Heures. fugutng that they did would

entail belief that Carthusians subsequendy obtained access to the manuscript, or
an unknown, lost copy of it, and appropriated its iconogaphy wholesale; a

most unlikely scenario. Rather, the Limbourgs, probably through Jean de
Berry's agency, must have found the iconogaphy represented in a pre-existing
manuscript or monumental cycle.'The unverifiable but credible tradition that
mural-paintings of the life of St Bruno u/ere executed in the litde cloisteÍ at the
Paris charterhouse in the mid-fourteenth century may well account for the sub-
ject-matter of the Limbourgs' work.la That the thirteenth-century uita of Bruno
on which the cycle is based locates the catalyst for the entire order's foundation

Or, otherwise, the damnatio Paisiensis. For Diocrès's notoriety as a ghost see J.- C. ScHmor,
l-ts Rtuenants: les aiuants et les morts dans la société nédiéuale G"rir, 1994), pp. $4.

A.-L. MIUIN DE GnaNptvlarsox, Antiqaités nationals oa recesil de monamenl 6 vols @aris, 1790-

9), vol. 5, p. 35, note32: "L'Flistoire de Saint Bruno a été peinte trois fois dans le petit cloitre.
La première, I'an 1350, sur les murailles. La deuxième, sur toile, l'an 1510. Et enfin, la troi-
sième, en 1648, sur bois, par Eustache Le SueuÍ." I thank Berthold Kngn for obtaining this
reference, its source being unavailable to me at the time of writing.
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in Paris must have been attractive to that ciry's Carthusians, and it is perfectly
possible that they devised a cycle of images advertising the connection.ls Alter-
natively, as Margrit F'nug has proposed, the eadiest example may have existed
at the Grande Chartreuse itself, in which case the cycie's original dissemination
will have been a top-down phenomenon, as it later became with the publication
of the Tertia compilatio.l6 In any case, at least one such cycle, iconographically
mature and in an accessible location, must have existed bv the beginning of the
fifteenth century. The likelihood is that there was more rhan one.

Jean de Berry's Tres Nches Heures, which the Limbourgs began to illuminate
c.1,41.1, but never completed, also contains a Bruno cycle. In this case the scenes
are concentrated on one page (fol. 86v), and incorporated into the Office of the
Dead rather than preceding it. At the begrnning of the Diige is a large image of
the canon crying out during his obsequies, coffesponding to the second scene
in the Belles Heares cycle. This is surrounded by historiated border-medallions
containing the rest of the scenes, interspersed with macabre subjects more rlpi-
cal of the illustration of the Office. tMhile the work was done during the second
half of the 1480s by Jean Colombe, the principal miniature at least was planned
by the Limbourgs.lT The presence of Bruno cycles in these rwo high-starus
prayer-books exerted only limited influence on non-Carthusian artists and pa-
trons.18 The illuminator of a fifteenth-century French copy of Vincent of Beau-
vais's Speculun historiale, now Chantilly, Musée Condé, MS. 722, was famitar
with the cycle, and painted St Hugh of Grenoble praying for divine guidance (a
vanant on his dream), meeting with Bruno and his companions, and ushering
them into the Grande Chartreuse on fol.247r.1e Overwhelrningly, however, the
cycle became a Carthusian preserve. The foundation history next appears at the
charterhouse of St Margatet at Basel, rx,'here a ten-scene cycle was executed

r) 
In fact there is no independent evidence that Bruno ever so much as r,-isited Paris.

16 
M. FRUu, tsilderzyklen'(nore 7 above), p. 161.

1 1
C. Samnali / J. LoNcNoN / R. GazELLES, I-zs Très B.icbes Heures da dac de BenT (Chantilly,

1969), fol. 86v and facing page; M. FRUH, tsilderzyklen' (note 7 above), p. 162;Tbe l-inboarg

Brothers (note 9 above), p.219.

18 
In formal and semantic terms the Bruno cycle is apparently related to so-called "Thebaid"

imagery, which enjoyed a contemporaneous and more widespread vogue in Italy: see

A. M, rquonr, 'La "Tebaide" degli lJifizi: T:'zdtziont letterarie e figurative Per
I'interpretazione di un tema iconografico', in: I Tatti Stadies 9 (2001), pp. 1,1,9-37, and the

literature cited at p. 119, note 1.

l9 
I[ustrated tn lts Ordres religieux: la uie et l'aft,2r,ols Paris, I97g),I, p. ó38.
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c.1441. on the walls of the little cloister during a period of intensive building and

embellishment.20 This work coincided with the Council of Basel (143148), ^n
event which brought the fledgling monastery to the attention of many distin-

guished participants, a number of whom subsequendy chose to be buried in its

church and cemetery.zl Locating the Bruno cycle in the little cloister, where

potential benefactors could have seen it, suggests its perceived effectiveness as

a vehicle for self-advertisement.

Half a cenrury later, berween 1486 and 1489, another monumental Bruno

cycle was painted on canvasses inserted into the arches of the litde cloister at

the charterhouse of St Barbaru at Cologne. It included at least eleven scenes,

some of rvhich commemorated incidents after Bruno's death: fragments are

held in the tX/allraf-Richartz Museum at Cologne, the Hessischen Landesmu-

seum at Darmstadt, and the Louvre, while others at Bonn and Breslau were

destroyed in World War Two.22 This ambitious cycle had a socle zone with

painted inscriptions, angels holding shields of arms, and eleven portraits of con-

tempoÍary ders, some of them benefactors of St Barbara's and other charter-

houses, with whom the monks wished to be associated.23 Here ^g tn, the loca-

tion, plus the incorporation of the portraits, suggests at least a quasi-publjc

function. If Werner Bp,uttER is right that the Cologne paintings in particular

were in part a response to foundation imagery displayed in religious houses

with which the Carthusians were competing for benefaction, then the sugges-

tion is confirmed, and Ulrike MADER'S term "Ordenspropaganda" for the

Bruno cycle does not oveÍ-state the case.2a \MhIe the Basel and Cologne cycles,

This work (but not the Bruno cycle itself) is detailed in Basler Chroni,ken, hg. von der Historis-
chen und Antiquarischen Gesellschaft in Basel, Bd. I, ed. W. Vtscsen / A. SrpnN Q,eipzig,
1,872), pp. 294-97. For the cycle see R. fuccpNBACH, 'Die Wandbilder' (note 7 above), pp.
577-94; Monasticon Cartasiense Vol. II, ed. G. Scgrucet- / J. Hocc, Analecta Cartusiana 185:2
(Salzburg, 2004), pp. 701-3 (plates).

W. BeurmR, 'Die elf Stifter' (note 7 above), pp. 308-9, justifiably describes the Basel char-
terhouse as a "Grablege des europdischen Hochadels", and lists the significant burials G,.326,
note 97).

U. Maoen, 'HeiJ.igenverehrung als Ordenspropaganda' (note 7 above), passim; M. BEurLsR,
'Die elf Stifter' (note 7 above), p. 291,.

Some aspects of the relationship of these figures to St Barbara's, and the reasons for their
inclusion in the cycle, are unclear: see M. BeuttER, 'Die elf Stifter' (note 7 above), pp. 304-7;
IDEM, Die beiden Brunozyklen' (note 7 above), pp.141.-2.

ivl. BEUrI-pn,'Die elf Stifter'(note 7 above), p. 310; R. PnocuNo,Die Kartaase uon Champnol
(note 9 above), p.236, speaks of Carthusian tsilderpo[tik'in this period (wrthout direct ref-
eÍence to the Bruno cycles), while Heinrich RurHlNc describes Heinrich of Kalkar's history
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like the Duc de Berry's prayer-books, did not have any measurabie effect on
non-Carthusian art, they may well have exerted an influence on hearts and

purses, and if so then their pu{pose was at least parttai|ry fulfilled.

A nvelve-scene Bruno cycle on panel of r.1500 (now Berlin, Staatliche
Museen, Gemáldegalerie), attributed to ^n Augsburg artist, extends our
knowledge of the media and formats considered appropriate for this aspect of

Carthusian piery and self-advertisement.2s There are thus surviving medieval

examPles in manuscript, wall, panel, and canvas painting as well as the

woodcuts of the Tertia compilatio. Stained glass, often used for representation of

historical rmagery, also suggests itself as a likely medium for the cycle's dispiay,
although the closest survival in chronoiogical terms, in the widows of the litde
cloister at the charterhouse of Florence, dates from 1558-61.26 Evidence of
Netherlandish Carthusian interest in the Bruno c)'cle is found in an
unprovenanced manuscript of the late fifteenth century containing parttal
vernacular texts of the order's stafutes (fols 1r-28v,72r-78v) and works byJan

van Ruusbroec. This book, nov/ British Llbrary, MS. Additional 25042, has a
total of rwenty-four images, nineteen of them accompani'ing the stafutes.2T
Among these is a gathering of ten full-page miniatuÍes (fols 8r-12v), beginrirg

with the miracie of the dead canon, and proceeding via the departure from
Paris, St Hugh's dream, reception and guidance of Bruno, to end, as elsewhere,

with an elevated view of the completed, pristine Grande Chartreuse.2s In an

appaÍent attempt to suggest elision of the order's frst founders urith
contemporary convents, the artist has represented t'welve monks rarher than

seven on fol. 1,1.r, all habited in white and kneeling in adoration of the
wilderness to u,-hich St Hugh has rlirected them (see fig. 4). Seven gold stars
float on the surface of this remarkable landscape-cum-'Andachtsbild', indicating

M. BEurreR,

he reasons for their
7 above), pp.304-7;

afteilJe uon Champruol
(v'ithout direct ref-

t of I(alkar's history

of the order's foundation as a "Verteidigungsschrift"; see Der Kartàuser Heinich Egher (note 1
above) ,  p .97.

25 
U. MaoEn, 'Hei-ligenverehrung ais Ordenspropaganda' (note 7 above), p.288, fr,g. 57.

26 
M. FnUu,'Biiderzyklen'(note 7 above), p. 163.

27 
The textual contents alone are described in \7. de Vneese , Die Handschifen uan Jan uan Rt'tas-
broec's Werken (Ghent, 1,900-2),pp. 518-24.

This miniarure is discussed in J. BnaNrrzv, Reading in the Wilderness (note 8 above), pp. 38-9,

as a generic illustration of a charterhouse wrth forinsec, non-Carthusian buildings added to

suggest enclosure from the secular sphere. Taken alone, it can be read thus, but as the last

Lmage of a Bruno cycle it must represent the Grande Chartreuse, wrth buildings for lav breth-

ren constructed against the precinctual u'all.
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the numbeÍ of the founding fathers. and highlighting the artist's concern with
spirit over letter. More prosaic, but certainly more widely accessible, is the
printed ten-scene Bruno cycle published in Paris n 1,524 as part of Jodocus
Badius Ascenius's edition of St Bruno's Opera omnia, a work which included the
Carthusian Francois de Puy's Vita Beati Brunonis pimi institutois ordinis cartusiensis
(fust published in Basel in 1515).t, H.r. is evidence to place alongside the Tenia
cornpilatio of Carthusian exploitation of printed illustrations for dissemination of
a cherished and edifying aspect of their historfi a medium similady used by
other religious orders of the period.3O Orly shortly before this, in 1510, it is
recorded that the fourteenth-century Bruno cycle at the Paris charterhouse v/as
replaced with a nev/ version painted, as at Cologne, on canvas.31 Provided that
this is true, a connection bet'ween Ascenius's woodcuts and these canvasses
seems likely: the later cycle, based on an enurely different model than the
scenes in the Tertia compilatio, would hardly have been produced in ignorance of
such a fresh, local set of images.

O"ly one English example can be added to these Continental Bruno cycles,
and it is incomplete. This, as previously mentioned, is in British Library, MS.
AdditionaI37049, at fol. 22r (see fig. 5).The manuscript, a religious miscellany
of the mid-to-later fifteenth century, is well known for its short, vernacular
texts and expressive images.32 It cannot be attached to a specific location, but
the northern dialect of its main scribes (there were four in all) suggests manu-
facture at either Axholme (I-incolnshit.), Beauvale Q.,Tottinghamshire), I(.g-
ston-upon-Huli fforkshire, East Riding), or Mount Grace (Yorkshire, North
rudirg) charterhouse. Its colourfulness, the fact that it is written almost entirely
in the vernacular, and the pariry it gives to image and text, which is unique in an
English Carthusian book, suggest that it could have been made not exclusively
for monastic use, but also for the edification of lay brethren and other relatively
uneducated people who visited, lived in, or were dependent upon a Carthusian
community. As a compendium of the order's interests and values, it would have

29 
M. FRus, tsilderzyklen' (note 7 above), p. 163 and fig. 2; A. Gnws, Cartasiana (note 7

above), vol. 1, p. 54.

Compare e.g. M.J. Zucrrn, 'Early Itaiian Engravings for Religious Orders', n: Zeixchrift fir
Kznstgeschichn 56 (1,993), pp. 366-84.

See note 14 above.

The bibliography on this manuscript is vast. J. BnnNrrev, Reading in the l[/ilderness (note 8

above), provides a sensitive and cogent synthesis of much of this material.
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made a striking impression on any contemporary user. Its Bruno cycle repÍe-

sents clearly the place of foundational history in those interests.

The text of the cycle does not take the form of captions above or beneath

the images, but rather a fifty-eight-iine vernacular poem on the foundation and

strengths of the Carthusian order (fol.22r-v).33 This skips the Parisian episodes
'and starts with St Hugh's divinely inspired dream about the seven staÍs; it ex-

plains the stars' significance, the resort which Bruno and his sex felos had to the

holy bishop, the inspirational example set them by hermit-saints such as John
the Baptist and Antony of Egypt, and St Hugh's journey with them to the site

of the Grande Chartreuse. It then proceeds to conflate the achievement and

example of the founding fathers with those of latter-day monks: the honour

and prestige of the Carthusian order, the singular holiness of its conduct, and

the overriding virtues of the eremitic life are all announced. The images stand at

the head of the poem. There are five scenes in four compartments, all, famtltar

from other surviving Br-uno cycles and showing that the much-discussed textual

links between English and Continental Carthusians extended, as might be ex-

pected, to images. The ftst compartment contains the flight of Bruno and his

companions from Paris and the dream of St Hugh, the t'wo scerres being sepa-

rated by the seven stars. Following this, the reception of the seven by St Hugh

(notably [ke the corresponding image on fol. 96v of the Belles Heures, minus the

latter's elaborate architectural setting), Hugh's journey uzith them into the wil-

derness, and their installation in the completed Grande Chartreuse are pre-

sented in separate compartÍnents. St Hugh is present in the last image, recaliing

his place in the cycle at Cologne, where he is shown habiting the monks, and

thus supp\'ing saindy involvement at all, stages of the order's foundation.

(Bruno, of course, was not canonlzed.)34 On fol. 22v ts a separate tmage of a

monk reading outside a cell.3s This is not obviously an historicai image, and is

absent from other Bruno cycles. It was inserted by the artist to illustrate the

eulogy of the order found in the second part of the poem, and as such it repre-

sents a Carthusían of any age from Bruno's day to the time in which it was exe-

Edited by R. H. BowrRs, 'Middle English Verses on the Founding of the Carthusian Order',

tn: Speculam 42 (1,967), pp. 71G-3. See also R. BotlsR, 'The Companions of St. Bruno in Mid-

dle English Verses on the Foundation of the Carthusian Order', in: Specah,rn 53 (1978), pp.

784-5.

Compare U. Maogn, 'Heiligenverehrung als Ordenspropaganda' (note 7 above), p. 280, fig.

49' Hugh of Grenoble was canonized by Innocent II in 1 L34' onll'two 1rs215 after his death'

J. BnaNrr-e v, Reading in the Il/ildentess (nore 8 above), p. 30, frg. 2.L.

34

Wilderness (note 8
J f
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cuted. That the monk looks no different from his counterparts in the last scene
of the Bruno cycle underlines the conflation of past and present evident in the

Poem.

The only other Bruno cycle for which there is definite English evidence is
that in the Tertia compilatio (fig. 1). Although no surviving copy of the starutes
can be assigned to a specific monasterf, it is known that they were eagedy an-
ticipated even as they came off the printing-press, for a letter sent from Beau-
vale to the London charterhouse in 1510 pÍays for a copy of the new compilacions

f 1e haue recelaed hem.36 The Tertia conpilatio probably made its way to all nine
English houses during the second decade of the century, and its Bruno cycle,
with its accessible, 'comic strip' mise-en-page and accompanying abbreviated
foundation chronicle, must have become famtJsar to many monks of the Prouin-

ciaAnglia.3t It may be that some English monks akeady had access to pictorial
versions of the foundation stor/, although the general lack of material and anti-
quarian evidence means the hypothesis cannot be tested. It is at least reasonable

to speculate that the northern English makers of MS. Additional 37049 ob-
tained the model for their Bruno cycle from the London charterhouse rather
than direcdy from the Continent Gondon being the main distribution-centÍe
for materials from mainiand Europe), and thus that the established version of
the cycle was known there too. London, and for that matter Sheen, were
wealthy and copiously embellished double monasteries, with links to numerous

Continental charterhouses besides the Grande Chartreuse. It would not be sur-
prising to discover that they had Bruno cycles of their own.

Indeed, some suggestive evidence in this direction survives from Sheen. At

the head of notes on the charterhouse made in 1480 by the early antiquary Wil-
Iiam Worcestre (f c1a80/85) are four lines of verse reading Anno milleno quarto
qunqae si bene penses / Ac octogeno sufi orti Cartusienses / HP ortum tribuit excellens
Brano magister / Consul et inde fait pape pariterqae minister.3s !(/orcestre then de-

Slon Abbel with tbe Libraies of the Canhasians, eà. V. Gtr.r psprc, / A.I. Dovre, Coqpus of Brit-
ish Medieval Library Catalogues 9 (I-ondon, 2001),pp.626-7.

Examples discussed in D. KuNzrp,, The Ear! Conic Strip: Naratiue Stips and Picture Stoies it
tbe Earopean Broadsheetfron c.|450 to / 825 (Berkeley, CA/London, 1.973), pp. 11-39, provide
interesting contemporary context for the Tertia conpilatio cyc\e. The possibiliry that some
houses received unillustrated manuscript copies of the printed voiume cannot be discounted.

John HanrnY's merical translation preserves the spirit and functionality of the original: "In
1084, if you righdy surmise/ The monks of the Charterhouse first did arise/ Bruno their
founder, a master excellent/ Later to the pope was counsel and servant." See If,/illian

37
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scribes the cloister and church of the monastery, noting in particular that the
nave was hung with "many devotions and good reminders of devotion and the
arousing of all Christian souls to God, [on] both smaller and larger tables [...]
to the number of about 34". It thus seems fairly clear that he recorded the
verses at Sheen, from a table in either the cioister or the church. (Ihat he took
it from a manuscript, or heard it recited, are other possibilities.) \,Mhile perhaps
no more than a short mnemonic rhyme, these verses could also have intro-
duced a longer poem [ke that in Additional 37049, perhaps displayed upon a
wall and similady associated udth a cycle of foundation-images.3e

The Tree of St Bruno

In contrast to the image-cycles discussed above, the Tree of St Bruno seems
only to exist in the Tertia conpilatio.It occurs twice, at the beginning of the sec-

ond section, the Statuta antiqua, and at the head of the fourth, containing copies
of the Priuilegia ordinis cartusiensis.In the first instance the left and lower margins
are filled, in the manner of a gloss, with a text explaining the succession of pri-
ors of the Grande Charteuse up to 1267, some of whom ^ppe r on branches
of the Tree.ao Portraits of seventeen popes (one for each province of the order)
who had granted or reconfirmed special Carthusian dispensations surround the

second Tree (see fig. 2): the artangement suggests the indulgenced woodcut
images of the Imago pietans framed by compartments containing the instruments
of the Passion, to which the Carthusians had a special attachment.4l At the base

of a rectangular compartment, Bruno reclines, Jesse-like, on his eibow, the
trunk of a tree growing out of his heart. To his left and right stand the heavenlv
patrons invoked by Carthusian monks in their vow of profession, the Virgrn

M^ry, holding her infant Son, and the eremiticJohr the Baptist u'ith the Agnus

trVorcestre: Itineraries, ed. and trans.J. H. HanvEy (Oxford, 1969),pp.270-1.. Another English

copy of these verses is found in BL, MS. Cotton Tiberius A. IX, at fol. 1.02r.

A briefer, more conventional expression of interest in the order's foundation at Sheen is

found in that house's sunriving Pollchronicon, Oxford, Bodleian Libra4', MS. Hatton 14. In the

margin of fol. 1.58v nota bene de oigine Carraiensis has been written, and the rear paste-down

has another memorandum of the event.

H. M. BLuu,'Ursprung und Geschichte' (note 7 above), pp.44-6, provides a German trans-

lation of this text.

J. BnaNrlnv, Reading in the lVildemess (note 8 above), pp. 169-78; J. M. LuxroRo, 'Precept

and Practice: The Decoration of English Carthusian Books', in: Stadies in Carihasian Momsti-
dsm in the I--an Middle Ages, ed. J. M. Luxrono (Iurnhout, 2008: in press).

41
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Dei.az Another great Carthusian guardian, the wilderness, which, as noted previ-
ously, is shown as an object of veneration in MS. Additional 25042 (fig. 4),
stretches away in the background. Bruno is conventionally habited, with cowled
head and a mitre and crosier at his feet, symbolising his rejecuon of the
archbishopric of Reggro di Calabria, which was offered to him in 1090. In his
gÍeat humiliry, he points upwards, exhorting viewers to dwell not on him, but
on the ten bust-length figures growing out of the branches above. Here is,
literally, the flower of the Carthusian order. As l(ing David occupies the lowest
central branch of his father's eponymous Tree, so Prior Guigo I (ï t 1,36),
spirirual son of Bruno and author of the frst Carthusian starutes, is posiioned
here. Other figures represented higher up include the honorary Carthusian St
Hugh of Grenoble, who harks back to the Bruno cycle, and, at the apex

@ecause most recent), the Blessed Cardinal Niccolo Albergati (ï 1443).+z 3t
Hugh of Lincoln (ï 1200), the first of his order to be canoÍttzed, is placed near
the top. To his right, ^ tonsured Sanctus StEhanus who looks like the
Protomartyr is probably intended for St Stephen of Chatillon (l 1208). St
Anthelm of Belley (ï 1178), seventh prior of the Grande Chartreuse, also
appears. That the rwo latter figures, neither canonized until after the
Reformation, are identified as saints, while Bruno is quite deliberately not - the
prefix Sanctas rs conspicuously absent in the identifyng label Brano primas
cartusiensis-, suggests respect for contemporary efforts to have the founder
canontzed (hut cult was authorized for Carthusian observance four years later).
It may also have been intended to imply his suqpassing humiliry. The cioser to
earth, the greater, literally, the humiliry; in this particulariy Carthusian sense, the
Tree of St Bruno gives the highest place to the lowest.

As the general chapter which sanctioned it must have realised, this was a
modish form of self-representation.4 The visualtzatton of religious orders in
the form of quasi-genealogical trees was popular at the end of the Middle Ages.
An early example is found in the Tree of St Benedict in the Sherborne Missal,
made in south-west England around 1400, and there is another Benedictine

Coatames de Chartrease (Consaetadinu Canasie), ed. and trans. M. I-apoRtE, Sources Chréuennes
313 (Paris, 1984),p.21,4; BL, MS. Cotton Nero A III, fols 1,30r,1.6&.

For Hugh of Grenoble as a quasi-Carthusian see H. E.J. CowontY, 'Hugh of Avalon, Car-
tlrusian and Bishop',in: De Cella in Seulum: Rcligioas and Secularlife and Deuotion in l-.an Medie-
ual England, ed. M. G. SancENr (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 41.-57, at 48-9.

The artist, too, was modish. On Graf (c.1,485-1527x29) see E. Malon / E. GnnoNr,tNN, L/rs
Craf Q,ondon,1.947). There has never been an adequate monograph on his printed oeuvre.
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example in a manuscript of Jean de Stavelot's Vita Beati Benedicti dated 1,437.4s

The idea was also taken up by the Dominicans and the Franciscans, and sur-

vives in monumental p^irtirg and tapestry as well as book-illustration.a6 As an

easily digested epitome of a religious order's history and principles, the tree was

an effective mnemonic device. It collapsed time and space, suggesting continu-

ity between a puÍe, heroic past and an often-exigent pÍesent. And it provided a

devotional focus centred wholly on the order to which, typically, the viewer

belonged: the resonances were thus associative and hortatory. The obvious Íe-

semblance to the tree of Christ's genealogy endowed it with further devotional

overtones, as the form was one which pious viewers weÍe used to contemplat-

ing, and which was immediately correlated with sancdry. From a specifically

Carthusian point of view, the Tree at the begrnmng of the Tetia compilatio ac-

knowledges, in a more forceful and sophisticated manner than a single-figure

image of St Bruno could have, the respect due to a founder who left no Rule or

stafutes of his own. The Tree of St Bruno, the Bruno cycle, and the accompa-

nyrng text De origine, combine to dispel the otherwise possible impression that

Guigo I, as the author of the 'Rule' and frst agent of Carthusian expansionism,

was effectively thefons et origo of the order.

The Tree of St Bruno, combined udth the list of Carthusian provinces and

houses which appears at the end of the Tertia compilatio, seem to have influenced

a remarkable vartation on this pictorial theme, the Tree of the Carthusian order.

\l{/hile its iconogaphy smacks of official concern with the order as a whole,

there is apparendy no evidence for any example other than that in the Ger-

manisches Nationalmuseum at Nuremberg, which seems to have been made

for Buxheim charterhouse and is datable on internal evidence to c.1,507-1,1 (but

sureiy postdates publication of the starutes).07 It takes the form of a large trip-

45 
British IJbrary,MS. AddirionaJ.74236, p.488, illustrated inJ. BacrHousE, The Sherbonte Mis-

sal Q-ondon,1.999), p. 1; P. BarsErtER, Saint Benedict: Father of lYesten Ciuilirytion 0'J.* York,
1981), pp. 79-80 ('Tree of St Benedict'of Jean de Stavelot). On the iconogtaphy of such
uees in general see S. futcHev,'Spirirud Arborescence: Trees in the Medieval Christian Ima-
gination', rn: Spiitus 8 (2008), pp.64-82.

46 
See e.g. British Museum, Dept. of Prints and Drawin gs, Il/oodruts and Metal Cars of tbe Fifeenth

Century, CbieÍh of the Gemtan School (I-ondon, 1,914), pl. 18 ('Tree of St Dominic', German,
1473); C. KrapIscH-ZuneR, LArbre desfanilhs (Paris, 2003), pp. 158-60 ('Trees'of St Francis
and St Dominic, respectively Flemish, 1,471,-82, and German, 1501); Berns grofe Zeit: Das /5.

Jahrbandert ner entdeckt, ed. E.J. Been et. al. @ern,1,999),p.495 ('Tree of St. Dominic', fif-
teenth-cenrury).

47 
W. MossNER, 'Das Trlptichon mit den Kartáuserklóstern des gesamten Erdkrei ses', tn: An-

ryiger des Gerrnanischen Nationahní.tsetlrus Nilrnberg (1,977), pp. 55-66; F. SróHlrER, 'Das Kartau-
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rych on panel, 1,64x1,86 cm when open: its artist, either Bernhard Strigel

(ï 1528) or a close follower, was clearly both technically gifted and skilled at

moulding established artistic ideas into novel and effective forms of pictorial

expression. St Bruno and St Hugh of Lincoln, accompanied by kneeling donor

figures, occupy the exteriors of the wings. Thus, when closed, it looks just like a

conventional iate medievai altarpiece, though it seems unlikely to have been

intended for church display. \ffhen open it shows the seventeen provinces of

the Carthusian order as they are listed in the Tertia compilatio arranged in hori-

zontal ÍegisteÍs, five across each wing and seven across the central panel. Large

demi-figures of monks personiSr the provinces, and 1,91, chanerhouses are indi-

vidually represented and named on white scrolls. Branches run beneath each

province, supporting the dirninutive monasteries and the monks who, as in the

Tree of St Bruno, emerge from buds. As both a work of art and an aide-mémoire

it is as uneconomical as the Tree of St Bruno is epitomic, the individual depic-

tion and labelling of monasteries encouraging lengthy perusal. And whiie the

visually simpler image functions to contract time and space, this is an essentialiy

c ftographic composition which illustrates the order's topographical extent at a

specific point in its history.a8 Yet despite these differences, it relates closely to

the practical and spirirual concerns with foundation evident in the Tertia compila-

tio,ln its collocation of the provinces and monasteries with the figures of Bruno

and Hugh of Lincoln (the latter) as ^ saint, redolent of the papal sanction em-

phasized in the Priuilegia of the 1510 volume). The viewer must go 'through'

these saints, literally and metaphoricall|, to comprehend the Carthusian order in

its totaliry. Like the cycle, it also emphasises the order's outgrowth from the

Grande Chartreuse, which is given a prominent place in the central panel. The

use made of architecrure, landscape and the white habit as emblems of founda-

tional integriry is a further point of correspondence.

senstammbaum-Triprychon im Germanischen Nationalmuseum Niirnberg und sein Abhàn-
gigkeits- und Funktionsverhàltnis zum Basler Starutencodex des Jahres 1510', n: Spiitaalitàt
Heate and Gestem,8d.4, ed.J. Hocc, Analecta Cartusiana 35:4 (Salzburg, 1984), pp.21,41;
O. Auce, 'Frómmigkeit, Bildung, BËcherliebe - Konstanten im Leben des Buxheimer l(ar-
táusers Hilprand Brandenberg (1,442-1,514)', in: Biicher, Bibliotheken, and Schiftfultur der Kartàu-
ser: Festgabe ryn 65. GebarTstag uon Edward Potkowski, ed. S. LonENz (Stuttgart,2002), pp. 399-
421., at 420-1,. The charterhouses depicted include Las Fuentes, founded in 1507, but not
Rodez, founded in 1511; but 1511 is not, Pace Sróglr-en ('Das Kartausenstammbaum-
Triptychon',p.24), a definite terrninus ad qaem.

Á.9,
Aguit, the composition recalls "Thebaid" rm gery (see note 18 above), except that in this

case the viewer u/as expected to pay attention to the location and form of a series of eremitic

monastic complexes rather than a series of hermit-saints.
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The commemoration of foundation at English charterhouses

Unlike the case of Basel, where a Bruno cycle was painted in conjunction with a
charterhouse's construction, there is no proof that the attirudes to order-

foundation outlined above ever overlapped with the commemoration of foun-

dation of an individual English charterhouse. St Bruno and his companions are

not mentioned in the surviving chronicles of the London and Coventry char-

terhouses, and there are no artistic Íepresentations of them which can be linked

to the construction of a Carthusian monastery. But the concerns implicit in the

cycles and Tree of St Bruno, coupled with the generic topographical, architec-

rural and demographic similarities bet'ween local foundations and the original

Grande Chartreuse (at least, as it is repÍesented in later medieval sources), and

also the pride in moral and ideological equivalence with the founding fathers

which survives in the claim ntlmqaam reforrnata quia numquam deformata, suggest

that provincial convents did perceive a universai-particular relationship berween

the monastery established by St Bruno and their own. This is the basis on

which a link can be made berween the birth of the order and that of particular

monasteÍies. Just as the foundation of the Grande Chartreuse was worth com-

memorating as an act of extraordinary virtue, which had borne especially propi-

tious fruit, so acts of local foundation might be commemorated not simply i.

relation to particular intercessory obligations, but also for their role in affrming

and participating in the ongoing task which Bruno and his companions had

begun.

This link can be reinforced by emphasizing the specifically Carthusian na-

ture of the artefacts which commemorated locai foundation: chronicles, images,

tombs, heraldry etc. Most of these texts and objects now seem flo more intrin-

sically Carthusian than do similar afiefacts surviving from houses of other or-

ders. This is because modern scholarship tends to classifii objects according to

form or content rather than instirutional context. In fact, this context is ignored

at the expense of historically rooted understanding. Any such arïefact is prof-

itably considered as part of a totaliry which comprised the spirirual, intellectual

and historical bases, as well as the physical and human elements, of the institu-

tion it beionged to: it is as comprehensible outside this context as is a well-used

coin in a numismatic display. To the extent that the institutional totalities repre-

sented by provincial charterhouses derived identity, meaning and justification

from membership of the order to which they belonged, artefacts of the rlpe to

which I now turn may be considered distinctiveiy Carthusian. By extension,
insofar as the order as a whole relied on and identified with its origins, these
artefacts can be associated with the history of Carthusian foundation in general.
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The charterhouse of St Mary, St John the Baptist, and Ali Saints at Witham
in Somerset, officially founded in 1182 by ICng Henry II, was prominent in
Carthusian history as the monastery of St Hugh of Avalon, the first effective
prior (1180-86) and, as noted, first of his order to be canontzed (in 12201.+o
Nicholas Love expressed his pre-eminence for later English Carthusians by
referring to him asfrste Monke of le ordre of Chartbourhe meant this in a chrono-
logical sense, but it also carries a suggestion of hierar.hy.to Hugh had entered
the Grande Chartreuse as a novice in 1,163, and became procurator there
c.1,1,75. As a long-standing, imagrnative and learned Carthusian, who probably
knew monks alive in Guigo f's dme, he would have been steeped in the tradi-
tions of his order's pioneers by the time he reached England. In 1 186 he re-
fused the wealthy bishopric of Lincoln, just as Rruno had refused Reggio di
Calabrta a century earlier: he subsequendy accepted the see in obedience to the
prior of the Grande Chartreuse. W-hile his canonization recognized his
achievements as bishop of Lincoln (1186-1200) as well as his monastic virtues,
papal acknowledgement of his sanctity was interpreted as an early affirmation
of Carthusian holiness in general. Hugh, noted above in the Tree of St Bruno
and the triprych at Nuremberg, was thus a common figure in the order's ico-
nography, and the general chapter solemnized his feast - the order's highest

Sading - in 1339.51 His celebrity and his starus as builder of Witham were
commemorated locally by later medieval monks through preservation of a cell
bearing his name.s2 This is mentioned in an inscription in Oxford, Bodieian
Llbrary, MS. Laud Misc. 154, one of at least sixty-nine books given to Witham
by the rcyd, chaplain John Blacman after he entered the charterhouse as a clei-

Witham was colonized c.L178, but its foundation charter was not issued until January 1,1,82.

The Fust rwo priors, Narbet (c.1178-9) and Hamo (r.1179-80), were sent from the Grande
Charrreuse, but the monastery was only completed and fully functioning under Hugh. Recent
condensed histories of the English houses mentioned below are contained in Monasicon Car-
tusiense Vo/. lil, ed. J. HocG / G. ScHleceL, Analecta Carnrsiana 185:3 (Salzburg, 2005), pp.
361-566 (text by Brother Anselm Joseph GruontN, OPrem.). For other reliable accounts see
E. M. THotrpsoN,The Carthasian Order in England (London, 1930) and C. B. RowNtnrn, Stad-
ies in Carthasian History in l--anr Medieual England (unpublished D.Phil. thesis, Universiry of
York, 1981).

The Minor of the Blessetl Lift of Juas Chist: A Full Citical Edition, ed. M. G. SanceNr (Exeter,
2005),p.229.

J. HounuER / B. du MousrtER, 'Le Calendrier Carrusien', tn: Etades Gregoiennes 2 (1,951, pp.
1,51,-6L, at 1,60.

For Hugh as Witham's builder see NIagna uita Sancti Hagonis, ed. and uans. D. L. Doure /
D. H. FARMER, 2 vols (Oxford, 1985), I,pp.6V74.

f l
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cus redditus c.1,463. On fol. 1r is a memorandum of Blacman's gifts which in-
cludes a donation circa diuersas reperaciones factas in cella sancti Hugonis.s3 No more
information exists about this building, but given the preservation of architec-
tural'relics'at English monasteries of other orders (a notable example of which
was Glastonbury abbey's Ealdecbirche), it is reasonable to speculate that it was an
acrual or supposed architectural remnant of his priorate.sa In any case, it com-
memorated the foundation of the monastery and the convent's early links with
the Grande Chartreuse thtough the person of its most illustrious monk; a task
fulfilled in greater detail, but surely no more evocatively, by Adam of Eyn-
sham's fuIagna uita Sancti Hagonis.

Chronicles of foundation survive from both the London and Coventry char
terhouses. London's extends from the middle of the fourteenth century, when a
religious house was frst planned for the urban site, through the official founda-
tion of the charterhouse n 1371, down to 1,487, when the monastery had be-
come the nerve-centre of the English Province.ss It is thus more than a founda-
tion historï, but its very detailed explanation of the beginnings of the house,
informed by archival research, is ample evidence of the monks' special interest
in their origins. Of the rwo principal founders, SiÍ Walter Manny (ï 1372), a
soldier and administÍator under I(rg Edward III, is given more attention than
Michael Northburgh, bishop of London (ï 1361), who died before the frst
monks v/eÍe introduced, but who was responsible for arguing the merits of the
project to the priors of Witham and Hinton. As it is described here, Manny's
piety and enthusiasm for the order establish his credentials as a model secular
patron. His zeal (no doubt whetted by anxiery about his advancing age, though
this is not stated) led him to write direcdy to the general chapter in 1370, beg-
ging them to sanction the residence of monks on the charterhouse site before
buildings existed to accommodate them. When he died, tr-is tomb was set up in
the conventual church before the high altar step, where generations of monks

)r 
$ton Abbel ntith the Libraries of tbe Carthusiazs (note 36 above), p. 632.

s4 
On Glastonbury's Ealdechircbe, destroyed by fire in 1184 but commemorated with a special
brass plate, see J. A. Goooau, 'The Glastonbury Abbey Memorial Reconsidered',in: Anti-
quaries Joumal 66 (1986), pp. 364-7. Another local example of such a 'relic' is the Romanesque
chapter house of St Augustine's abbey at Bristol.

55 
It is contained in the register nou, Kew, The National Archives, Exchequer, Land Review
Miscellaneous Books 61, and v./as exrensive\' published by !7. H. StJ. Hotr, The History of the
l--ondon Charterhousefron It:Foandation to the Suppression oJtbe Monastery (I-ondon, 1925).
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encounteÍed it during coÍrununally celebrated offices and Masses.s6 The chroni-

cle complemented this monument as a stimulus to cornmemoration of the

founder, and also reminded its readers of intercessory obligations to others. Of

particuiar note is an Ordo cellarum cum nominibusfandatorum earundem,which would

have been easy for monks to memonze and call to mind in solitude.sT The im-

plied goal of commemorating individuals involved in the establishment of the

monastery is part and parcel of commemorating the foundation in general as an

historical and spiritual enteqprise of the highest significance. Even the choice of

an urban site, which would have perrurbed Bruno or Hugh of Lincoln, is dis-

armingly justified w-ith reference to original documents.5s

Of the Coventry chronicle only a fragment survives, deaiing exciusively with

the foundation of the charterhouse of St Anne. The original manuscript is lost,

but extracts from it were printed in William DucoÀLE's Monasticon Angli-

canam.Se These suggest that its format and content were originaliy similar to that

from London, vrz. ^ documented chronoiogy of a protracted foundation proc-

ess. After relatrng the ultimately frustrated aspiration of William, Lord Zouche,

of Haringworth (ï 1382), to establish a charterhouse to the city's south, it em-

phasizes the involvement of ICng Richard II and his queen in the project.

Richard, it says, laid the first stone of the convenrual church vrith his own

hands in 1385. He is proudiy declared the principalis fandator, who dedicated

time, good will and resources ad instantiam specialerz Anna regine.60 There is also

an itemized account of the buildings and other infrastrucrure (such as fish-

ponds) paid for by local benefactors. As at London, a mayor of the ciry is re-

membered for a particularly large benefaction, while the founders of individual

cells are ^g tn Isted, along with the amounts they contributed. \Yhere the Cov-

entry n rratJve departs from London's is in its emphasis on Carthusian agency.

(Had he wished, the London chronicler could have made more of this.) Particu-

lariy, a monk of the London charterhouse named Robert Palmer is recognized

Ibid.,  p. 35.

Ibid.,  p. 80.

Ibid., p. 32.

Ivlonasticon Anglicanum, ed. W. DUcDALE, rev. J. Carpv / H. Erus / B. BaNoINEL, 6 vols in 8

(London, 1817-30),I:1, pp. 16-7, nos 1-4.

Ibid., pp. 1.6-1.7; \)7. H. St J. Hole , Hisiory of the landon Charterhoase (note 55 above), p. 35.
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as primus motor et causa of St Anne's.61 This element of the story is isolated and

developed in another account of Coventry charterhouse's origins contained in

Basei, Universitátsbibliothek, MS. B X 30 (fol.92v), a fifteenth-century reJigious

miscellany from the Basel charterhouse.62 Highly presugious and important

though it was to Coventry's monks, all mention of royal patronage is omitted

here, and the foundation represented as a purely Carthusian initiative, Robert

Palmer is described as a hermit and devout priest, and it is claimed that incepit

unl/m monasterium | ..] i, ltonore sancte anne et laudibiliter pefecit. Coventry is never

mentioned by name, and the date given for the foundation (c.1a0Q is a couple

of decades too late. These facts, and the occurrence of the story in a manuscript

owned and apparendy written at a Continentai charterhouse (presumably Basel

itself), shows that the pu{pose of this version was glorificauon of Carthusian

virtues through the egregious merits of Palmer (among other things it is noted

that in uita sua multa fecit ntirucula, et inter cetera ruoftuum suscitatuit). As such, the

text was almost certainly composed somewhere other than Coventry itself. That

it draws on the domestic history of St Anne's indicates both the dissemination

of that history within the order and also the selective exploitation of one pro-

vincial charterhouse's foundation narrative by another during the later Middle

Ages.63 The rwo versions of the Coventry chronicle illustrate d-ifferent ap-

proaches to commemoration of Carthusian foundation, the first addressing

Iocal exigencies through stress on roval involvement and the monastery's place

in a regional patronage network, the second claiming monasuc self-sufficiency

so as to evoke the independence of St Bruno and other pioneers of the order.

A letter of confraternity granted n 1459 to l(ing Henry \|I by the Coventry

charterhouse explains that, while love, the root of all virfue, obliged Carthusians

to intercede for the good of everyone, "it binds us particulady to those who

Palmer became the second prior of St Anne's, but, l ike St Hugh at Witham, seems to have

been the first effective ruler. His rule lasted until 1409: seeThe Heads o.f Re/igioas Houses, Eng-

land and lï/aks III: | 377-1540, ed. D. M. SrnrH (Cambridge, 2008), p. 356.

Die nittelalterlichen Handschiften der Uniaersitàtsbibliothek Basel, ed. G. Meven /

M. BuncnHARDT, 3 vois (Basel, 1960-75), vol. 2, p. 739. The account is printed in G.

MOR-IN, 'A travers les manuscrits de Bàle: notices et extrarts des plus anciens manuscrits La-

tins', in: Baslgr Zeirschnft fiir Geschichte und Altertumskande 26 (1,926), pp. 1,75-249, at 2034. I

thank Dominik HuNcEn for helping me to obtain a photograph of foL 92'1.

Unless, as seems possible, the text in the Basei manuscript was disseminated from the

Grande Chartreuse.
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[...] have shown a greater devotion and affection towards us and our order".64

In accord with this sentiment, commemoration of secular founders through

words, heraldry and images must once have been common to all English char

terhouses. Excavation has shown that convenrual churches like those at Beau-

vale and Coventry contained glazed paving tiles displaying founders' and bene-

factors'heraldry.6s It seems Íeasonabie to assume that as well as having a deco-

rative function, these remrnded monks of the benefaction on which their insti-

n:tion was grounded. The general carrulary of Beauvale, composed in 1486 at

the behest of prior Nicholas Wartre, contains another such aide-mémoire tn the

form of a descent (it is headed discensio) of the charterhouse's founder, Sir

Nicholas de Cantelupe, embedded among charters detailing local properry enti-

dements.66 Stricdy speaking the document is not, as DucoALE calledit, a Suc-

cessio progenitorum I'{icholai de Cantilupa, but rather a descent of entidement to the

manor of Ilkeston in Derbyshire and its soke, which included Greasely, where

both the charterhouse and the Cantelup e c@ut honois stood.67 It covers the pe-

riod from the Norman Conquest down to 1355, the year in which Nicholas de

Cantelupe died. Appropriately for a carntlary, the text is forensic in tone, men-

tioning, for example, certain entidements ilt in rota/o caria de llkeston inuenitur.

However, in terms of classification it is a highly unusual and perhaps unique

example of such a document in a monastic c^rt;ulzrry, suggesting that it was'a

carefully considered insertion rather than a response to convention.6s Its value

for the monks presumably Iay both in its legal status and in the prestigious and
justificative link it advertised ber'ween Nicholas de Cantelupe and the great pe-

riod of political renewal and land redistribution under l{ing \William I. It served

Cum uirtutum omniam mater et radix caritas omnibus generaliter nos obliget et debitores eficiat illis, tamen
specialias nos astingit [...] qoi ad nos nostremque ordinem maiorem deaodonem ac caitatis afectum babere
se ostendant, London, Westminster Abbey, Muniment 650, lines 2-3.

For the tiles at Coventry see I. SooeN et al., Excaaalions at St. Anne's Charterhoase, Couen@,
í 968-87 (Covenry, 1995), pp. 100-16; on Beauvale see Monasticon Cartasiense Vo/. Iil (note 49
above), p. 386.

British Library, MS. Additional 6060, fol. 28r-v. The genealogy is printed tn Monasticon Angli-
caflnm (note 59 above), vol. 6:1, pp. 734, no.2.

See T. FouLos, 'Unpublshed lvlonastic Cartularies of Nottinghamshire: A Guide to their
Contents', tn: Transactions of the Tboroton Sociej 88 (1984), pp. 89-98, at 90.

C. B. RowNTREE, Studies in Cartbusian History (note 49 above), p. 39, note 1, thought it
unique, and I have been unable to find another example.

67
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to remind them of the illustrious peÍson and connections of their founder, and
of their debt to him.

Humfrey Wanley (I 1726), the librarian and pioneering scholar of English
medieval manuscripts, has transmitted to posteriry a memorandum of books
attributed to the charterhouse of l(ingston-upon-Hull, which a Continental
correspondent had lately seen. These included "a Collection of Poems with
Miniatures to the Memory of the Ead of Pembroke their Founder [in] fol."or As
Ian Doyt-E (i" a personal communication) doubts this reference, it would be
foolish to pursue it; but there is ample evidence that Hull's monks had other
ways of commemorating their founders, and thus their foundation, through
image as well as text. Their conventual church served as a mausoleum for the
founding family, the de la Pole earls of Suffolk. Sir Michael de la Pole, who
founded the charterhouse l.r:'7377, was buriedwith his wife in the choir of the
church after his death ll:,1,389.70 Michael had his father, SirWilliam de la Pole
(ï 1366), interred in the church, no doubt under a monLunent befitting his high
social and financial starus. Exacdy sevenry years later, his gandson, also Sir
William de la Pole (ï 1450), was buried in the same place, beneath an ostenta-
tious tomb made vrith Purbeck marble and brass. (In his will of 1448 William
had requested burial in the charterhouse beneath a tomb with stone images of
himself and his wife, Alice.)7l Additionally, the monks were also required, by an
indenture of 1.462, to have erected "in an eminent place in the refectory [...] for
ever" two stone images, apparendy life-sized, representing the younger William
de Ia Pole and his wife. Each statue was to hold a disk in its right hand repre-
senting bread and Íish, and an ale pot in its left. In a litde piece of commemora-
tive theatre, alms weÍe to be distributed to t'wo needy individuals in the 'pres-

ence' of these remarkable simulacra.T2 Although the charterhouse was not 
'Wil-

The Diary of Hanfrel lY/anle1 /715-1726, ed. C. E. Wnrcur / R.C. WrucHt,2 vols pondon,

1,966),I, p. xlviii, note 7. This must refer not to the frst founder but to V/illiam de la Pole
(see below), created earl of Pembroke ín 1,447 .

His wife was buried in 1385, the founder in the 1390s. A pre-Reformation record of the im-

portanr lay burials in Hull charterhouse is printed in C. G. Y. (full name not supplied), No-
tices Concerning Religious Houses in Yorkshire, with the Names of their Founders, and the
Persons Buried in Them', tn: Collectanea Topographica et Genealogica 4 (1837), pp.73-9,1.28-133,
at 1,31,-2.

J.A.A. Gooo,tLL, God's Hoase at Ewelme: Life, Deuotion and Architecture in a Fifeenth-Centary

Almshouse (Aldershot, 2001), pp. 8 (À4tchael), 10, 297-8,301, note 32 flWilliam).

Ibid., pp. 273-7 (full text of the indenture).
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liam de la Pole's initiative, he was a grandson of the first founder, and contin-

ued the process of foundation through geneÍous gÍants of land, including the

n-ranoÍ of Rimswell in Yorkshire, referred to in the indenruÍe regarding the stat-

ues. He was buried, moreoveÍ, beneath a Iarge monument standing close

enough to that of the frst founder to have been comprehended together with it

by anyone entering the east end of the church. As such, William was both a

reminder of and a participant in Hull charterhouse's foundation.

Burials in showy tombs, whether two- or three-dimensional, were normal

corollaries of ecclesiastical foundation which Carthusians, despite their desire

for concealment from secular influence, could not avoid. Thus, at Hull, the

monks shared their church with sculpted Íepresentations of armed knights and

ladies iy-g on raised chests or set into dark, polished stone slabs. The situation

was similar at Axholme and Mount Grace charterhouses. Joht Leland, the six-

teenth-century antiquary, noted that at Axholme one of the Mulbrais dukes of

I\orthfolk wat buried in a tumbe of alabasrer. This could have commemorated either

the founder, Thomas de Mowbray (l 1,399), or his son, John 0D d. Mowbray

(ï 1432), both of whom weÍe buried there.73 At l\[ount Grace the tomb of Sir

Thomas Beaufort (ï 1426),whose generosity to the inchoate, struggling monas-

tery gave him the reputation of second founder, was buried alongside the first

founder, Thomas de Holla"d (ï 1400), in a raised tomb just to the west of the

high altar.Ta These monuments aïe compietely lost, but there survive two

chunks of sculpted polychÍome masonÍy from Sir Walter Manny's tomb-chest

(they inciude litde shields of his arms), which, as mentioned previously, stood

before the high altar of the London charterhouse,Ts On top of this chest the

aiabaster effigy which Manny requested in his will must have latn.76 This object,

with which I will conclude, is formally both unusual and suggestive. It indicates

that the chest of Manny's tomb had a series of niches on both sides, resembling

the prayer-niches commonly incorporated into the bases of contemporary

The ltinerary of John Le/ard, ed. L. T. SmrH, 5 vols (I-ondon, 1.964),I, p. 37 . In 1.429 John (!
de Mowbray directed that his father's bones be brought from Venice and re-interred at Ax-
holme.

Both graves, and the base of Beaufort's monument, have been excavated: see G. Coppacrc /
lv[. AsroN, Christ's Poor Men: The Carthusians in Englanl (Stroud, 2002), p. 66.

See G. S. DRr,rEs, Charterhoase in London (London, 1,922), p. 19 and plate (photograph); J. H.
HAR\T,Y, Henry Yeuele,2nd ed. pondon, 1946), pp. 31, 33.

lvlanny's wife MargaÍet v/as also buried in the church, along with other dignitaries: see the
lists in\í. H. StJ. Hote, History of thel-,ondon Charterhoase (note 55 above),pp. 100-4.
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saints' shrines. Otly a smail number of such tomb-chests are known to have
existed in medieval England, most of them made, like Manoy's, during the
fourteenth century. In some cases they intentionally suggested the saintliness of
the tomb's incumbent (e.g. the tombs of Robert Grosseteste at Lincoln, I(ng
Edward II at Gloucester - which also had an alabaster effigy - and Simon of
Sudbury at Canterb.try), and in ail instances such niches implied the prestige, if
not the artra, associated udth sanctity.TT I am not suggesting for a moment that
Manny was thought in arry w^y saindy. Neither do I suppose, however, that
London's Carthusians were immune to the culrural influences which gave rise
to such associations. The prestige of the founder, reflected in the crowd of dig-
nitaries (including King Edward III) who attended his funeral, was perpetuated
not only in the domestic chronicle and the epitaph it records, but also in the
form and location of his tomb. When a monk knelt before the high akar, he did
so in the shadow of the founder's monument. All eyes comprehended it, and it
conditioned the flow of movement in front of the aItzr. Over and above rhe
conventional Carthusian association of tomb and monastic cell, which at Lon-
don charterhouse was publicízed in some of the verses over the cell doors, the
monument at the physical heart of the charterhouse stood as a pe{perual re-
minder of the illustrious seed from which the convent had grown.78 On this
basis, the secular founder and St Bruno were affiliated.

*

All monastic orders, collectively and as individual convents, took the history
and commemoration of foundation seriously. The Augustinians, Benedictines
and Carmelites did so, inter alia, to demonstÍate chronological preceden ce, ^
matter of considerable practical and symbolic significance during the later Mid-

dle Ages. The Sherborne Missal, which, as noted, is Benedictine, displays a se-
ries of roundels inhabited by representatives of various orders, designed to in-
form viewers about religious history while emphasizing the primacy of the

black monks. Each figure holds a scroll inscribed u'ith the name and founda-
tion-date of his order: the Carthusian appears on p. 369.1e Their starus as grist

' 
For known examples of such monuments see J. M. Luxronp, 'The Monument of Sir Hum-
frey de Litdebury at All Saints, Holbeach', in: Medieual Art, Architecture and Archaeolog in Kng's
Llnn and the Fens, ed. J. McNtttq British Archaeological Association Conference Transac-
tions 30 (Leeds, 2008), pp..151-7 2.

78 
M. G. SaRceN-r / M. Vu-r-nt-oBos HeNNpssy, 'The Latin Verses o\rer the Cell Doors of
London Charterhouse'. in: Studies in Cartbasian Monastidsm ínote 41 above).

7q

J. Bncruousp., Sherborne Missal(note 45 above), p. 37 .
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to a Benedictine mili would hardly have concerned contemporary Carthusians.

The ordeÍ's sense of achievement, justification, and purpose, insofar as it can

be reified, was based on a distinctive approach to salvation which, although

inspired by biblical and early Christian example, was sufficiendy recendy insu-

ruted (and thus clearly chronicled) to support the claim that its course had

neveÍ wavered. For Carthusian monks of the later Middle Ages, the example set

by Bruno was visible everywhere in the envirorunent of the cloister. That some

convents, and in time the general chapter, chose to underscore this living ex-

ample by'presencing'Bruno and his acts through art and text, emphasizes in a

concrete way the extent to which the founder was thought to vouchsafe his

order's reputation. Analogous to this was the 'presencing' of local founders

through texts, images and objects, a practice fundamental to the reputation and

entidements of provincial charterhouses dwelling not in the ether of the high

Alpr but in the muddy and spirirually compromised realiry of late-medieval ur-

ban and rural life. For all its ostensible incongruiry, the collocation of St Bruno

and the founders of individual charterhouses in the commemorative culrure

discussed here can help us to understand better the mental landscape of later

medieval Carthusians.
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Figures

Fig. 1: The Bruno cycle in the Tertia compilatio statutorum ordinis carthusiensis @asel,
1 510) .
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Frg.2:The second Tree of St Bruno in the Tertia compilatio statutorum ordtnrc car-

thusiensis @asel, 1 510).
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Fig. 3: De origine ordinis cartusiensis breuis annotatio, printed

Bruno cycle in the Tenia conpilatio.
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Fig. 4: London, British Llbrary, MS. Additional 25042.
monks adoring the wilderness of the Chartreuse.

fols 10v-1 1r. Carthusian
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Fig. 5: London, British Lrbrary, MS. Additional 37049, at fol' 22r

Bruno cycle from a northern-English charterhouse'

Abbreviated


